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Overview 
• Seabrook Island is a highly desirable place to live and play: Why? 

• It is a private development  

• It provides many amenities and activity opportunities

• It provides a sense of safety and security for persons of all ages

• The Covenants and Bylaws make the Board responsible to implement and enforce 
reasonable security measures 

• For the benefit of the entire community, and 

• To maintain the quality of life and sense of well-being that we all enjoy here

• In July 2016, we asked a Security Consultant to review the operation of our Security 
Force over a 3-day period
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Overview 
• In August 2016, the Consultant produced a written report making a number of 

recommendations

• Since that time, a drafting group composed of Board members has gone through 
several versions of updated security procedures designed to implement the results of 
the report where we thought improvements were needed

• No Board action has yet been taken

• Each member of the Board has been given the opportunity to review the Consultant’s 
report and to comment on the drafts of the updated procedures in executive session

• The Board as a whole now believes that the community at large should have the 
opportunity to review and make comments before the Board takes action
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Purpose of This Presentation

• To provide a concise but comprehensive overview of the proposed supplemental 
security policies 

• To provide an opportunity for Property Owners to review these new proposed 
policies 

• To solicit comments from the Seabrook Island community for Board consideration

• Comments for consideration should be in writing, with name and address of 
commenter, and sent to:  publiccomment@SIPOA.org.
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The Current Draft dated 11/14/16
• A 32-page document overall
• Divided into several parts, by subject area
• Executive Summary: an overview of the updated policies
• Addendum 1: Summary of the Covenants and Bylaws that provide the Board’s authority
• Addendum 2: Definitions used throughout the document
• Addendum 3: The Mission of the Seabrook Island Security Force (SSF), and 

Implementation Instructions that describe generally how the Mission will be 
accomplished

• Addendum 4:  A Communication to all Seabrook Island Community members about what 
the SSF’s job is, what the SSF will and will not do, and what is expected of each 
Community member who interacts with the SSF

• Addendum 5: Access Control: how the SSF will authenticate and control access
• Addendum 6: Enforcement Procedures: how will the rules and regulations be enforced
• Addendum 7: SSF Physical Plant, Equipment and Vehicles
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How the Board Plans to Proceed

• Present an overview of the document
• Touch on the more significant provisions of security updates
• Take some limited discussion and questions from attendees
• Make this presentation and the overall document available to the community 

electronically
• Solicit written comments for persons wishing to do so at:  

publiccomment@SIPOA.org
• Consider submitted comments received by Wednesday, November 30 and publish a 

report by December 6 summarizing the comments
• Prepare a “final” draft that takes into consideration the comments received
• Present the “final” draft to the Board for action at the December 12, 2016 Board 

meeting
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Addendum 1
Board’s Authority

• Addendum 1 is simply a recapitulation of the provisions of the Covenants and 
Bylaws that provide the Board with the authority to establish rules, regulations and 
policies for enforcement of safety and security within the Seabrook Island 
Development

• There is no new policy announced in Addendum 1
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Addendum 2
Definitions

• Addendum 2 establishes in a single location a set of definitions based on the 
Bylaws, Covenants, Deeds and Rights-of-Way 

• These definitions 

• Establish the contours of SIPOA’s authority and responsibility 

• Provide a common understanding of the terms used 

• Promote a consistent understanding of how and to whom the security policies 
will be applied

• There is no new policy established in Addendum 2
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Addendum 3
Seabrook Island Security Force (SSF) Mission Statement

MISSION: 
To enforce SIPOA’s published Rules and Regulations and Policies, and to assist in 
providing for the security and well-being of the members of the Seabrook Island 
Community within the Seabrook Island Community Property
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Addendum 3 (continued)

Seabrook Island Security Force (SSF) Mission Statement
SSF is to accomplish this Mission by 

• Authenticating key individuals  who seek access at the Gateway entrance

• Validating vehicle identification and access permission at the Gateway entrance

• Maintaining traffic control within the Seabrook Island Community Property

• Enforcing violations of the Rules and Regulations that occur within SSF visual 
observation 

• Providing in-person contact in the event of emergency, urgent necessity, or upon 
report of a violation of SIPOA Rules and Regulations

• Issuing citations for violations of SIPOA Rules and Regulations

• Presenting a professional appearance and demeanor at all times

• Ensuring that the SSF’s physical plant working spaces, vehicles, personal 
appearance and actions reflect a professional pride in place and equipment
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Addendum 4
Customer Relations and Personal Services Communication

• The Security Force for Seabrook Island has a long history

• Began as employees of SIPOA with many personal services

• Now a contract vendor with a more detached professional relationship

• The relationship between the community and the SSF has also changed as the 
Community has become more populated, and as more renters and other guests visit 
our Community

• Addendum 4 is intended to establish a uniform set of expectations about 

• What to expect of the SSF 

• What the SSF should expect of the Seabrook Island Community

• How and when the SSF will respond

• Addendum 4 would be included in materials distributed to Property Owners, renters, 
Club guests, contractors, and Camp St. Christopher
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Addendum 4 (continued)

Customer Relations and Personal Services Communication
• Addendum 4 first contains a summary of the SSF’s duties* as prescribed by SIPOA:

• Continuous access control 
• Patrolling the Seabrook Island Community Property
• Enforcing traffic control, parking rules and regulations
• Calling towing services to remove illegally parked vehicles
• Providing first response to reports of sick/wild animals
• Enforcement of the Rules and Regulations as to moving violations
• Assisting civilian law enforcement and other authorities in emergencies as needed
• Investigating complaints about violations of the Rules and Regulations
• Issuing citations for violations of the Rules and Regulations

* Note that these requirements may be different in times of natural emergency, e.g., hurricanes
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Addendum 4 (continued)

Customer Relations and Personal Services Communication
Addendum 4 also says that the SSF is NOT authorized  to perform “Personal Services,” 
including  but not necessarily limited to the following: 

• SSF should NOT be the first call in a MEDICAL emergency: DIAL 911
• SSF should not be called for MEDUCARE Air services
• Taking out/replacing trash cans
• Changing flat tires
• Carrying groceries or packages
• Providing “jump starts” for dead batteries
• Towing disabled vehicles that are otherwise properly parked and not abandoned
• House checks, unless connected with an alleged crime in progress, vandalism or a 

sounding alarm
• Entering a residence, unless in an emergency
• Providing transportation to Community members unless in an emergency or of urgent 

necessity, and then only in the absence of any alternative
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Addendum 4 (continued)

Customer Relations and Personal Services Communication
New proposed policy regarding responsibility of property owners and interference 
with SSF officers in the performance of their duties (Bylaws Section 3.2.8) 

• It will be a violation of the Rules and Regulations for any Property Owner, 
Contractor, Guest, or Invitee of any type, to:

• Interfere in any manner with an SSF Officer in the performance of the officer’s 
SSF duties; or 

• To refuse to stop for an SSF Officer who has clearly indicated that the 
individual in question should stop; or

• To verbally or physically harass or refuse to cooperate with an SSF Officer in 
the performance of the SSF Officer’s duties; or 

• To operate a vehicle within the SID in a manner that a reasonable person would 
appreciate presents a risk of harm or damage to person or property 
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Addendum 4 (continued)

Customer Relations and Personal Services Communication

Collection of certain personal information and privacy issues:

• There are valid and important reasons for the SSF, on behalf of SIPOA, to be able to 
affirmatively identify both the vehicles that are operating on the Seabrook Island 
Development and the persons who are operating vehicles that are allowed to access the 
Seabrook Island Development:

• To ensure that the operator does in fact have a license to operate a motor vehicle

• To authenticate the individual who is operating the vehicle and match the operator to 
a property owner requested pass, particularly as to vendor- and contractor-day 
passes

• For purposes of matching a person to a license plate in the event of a violation of the 
Rules and Regulations, and ultimately to a property owner or other entity who under 
certain circumstances may be responsible for any violations
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Addendum 4 (continued)

Customer Relations and Personal Services Communication
• SIPOA currently 

• takes video of all license plates that pass through the “visitor” lane of the Gateway 
entrance, and scans the vehicle operator’s driver’s license for contractors

• checks the driver’s license of the vehicle operator who seeks a pass at the gate, even if 
not a contractor, for the purpose of authentication, but does not currently scan these 
licenses

• The  driver’s license scanner does NOT read the electronic strip on the driver’s license: it 
extracts printed data from the front of the license, to automatically populate information on 
temporary passes, thus cutting down on transaction time 

• To the extent required by law, or for other reasons, SIPOA may choose to provide written 
posted notice to all persons who enter about the collection and storage of personal 
information for a reasonable time, and that entry will constitute consent to collection of 
such information
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Addendum 5
Access and Flow Control at the Gateway

The current draft proposes some changes to the Rules and Regulations regarding 
passes

• A person who refuses to allow a bar code to be affixed to the vehicle will be 
required to obtain a daily paper visitor’s pass

• Delinquent Property Owners whose bar codes are suspended will be required 
to obtain daily paper visitor’s passes

• Persons whose bar codes are not recognized by the scanning equipment will 
be temporarily removed from the line until the issue is resolved

• All persons entitled to bar codes have an obligation to keep SIPOA informed 
about changes in vehicle status that would invalidate bar codes (e.g. sale of the 
vehicle, change of license plate #)
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Addendum 6
Enforcement Procedures

Type of Violation Total Number Jan-Oct 
2016

Speeding 144
Parking 80
Stop Sign 36
Driving wrong side of road 3
Missing Driver’s 
License/Registration

29

No turn signal 1
Failure to stop for Security 4
No pass displayed 46
Leaving the Scene 1
Reckless Driving 1
Trailer Violation 1
Total 34611/15/2016 Security Policy Discussion 18

33% Owners
15% Contractors
52% Guests



Addendum 6 (continued)

Enforcement Procedures
Traffic Stops

• The Consultant recommended against them as a matter of general safety

• During the last executive session, the sense of the Board seemed to be that there was a 
relatively low risk of dangerous interaction from traffic stops on the Seabrook Island 
Development, and that therefore, traffic stops could be permitted in certain circumstances, 
such as 

• When a SSF officer personally observes a moving infraction of the Rules and 
Regulations

• When conducting active enforcement activities such as SSF Officer operated radar 
speed traps

• In other circumstances involving situations of urgent necessity or emergency
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Addendum 6 (continued)

Enforcement Procedures
Motorized pursuit of violators

• The Consultant recommended against them, again as a matter of general safety

• Following discussion, the sense of the Board seems to be that pursuit could occur 
under certain circumstances and for a limited period of time or speed 

• Therefore, the current draft allows SSF pursuit under the following circumstances:

• When a moving infraction of the Rules and Regulations is personally observed

• Pursuit will be discontinued if a stop is not made within one-half mile of the 
initiation of pursuit, or when the speed of pursuit exceeds 40 mph

• When pursuit is discontinued, the pursuing SSF vehicle will communicate the 
fleeing vehicle identifying information to the Gateway, who will then attempt to 
stop the fleeing vehicle if it attempts to exit the Seabrook Island Development
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Addendum 6 (continued)

Enforcement Procedures

Speed Cameras

• The Consultant recommended the use of speed cameras. 

• After further consideration and review of feedback from the Community, the 
current draft does not include speed cameras as a part of the policy at this 
time, for reasons that include the following:

• The consultant’s recommendation was premised on no traffic stops or 
pursuit; 

• Reinstating these control measures as proposed above provides an 
alternative to speed cameras that is less objectionable and a greater 
deterrent to speeding

• Portable speed cameras are vulnerable to vandalism, destruction/other 
actions rendering them ineffective or inoperable
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Addendum 6 (continued)

Enforcement Procedures
Speed Cameras (continued): 

• There will be a certain segment of the visiting population that will almost never be 
subject to successful pursuit for enforcement of citations

• Not using speed cameras 

• Will reduce the need for collection of additional personal information

• Will eliminate the personnel burden required to match vehicle identifying data from a 
video capture of the license plate to a potentially responsible individual

• The Board reserves the right to reconsider the use of speed cameras or other 
technological tools if other enforcement measures prove ineffective or if other valid 
reasons exist to reconsider the policy
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Addendum 7
SSF Physical Plant and Vehicles

• The essential points in Addendum 7 deal with the care and operation of the Gatehouse 
and the care and operation of the vehicles assigned to the SSF

• There are no new substantive policies announced in Addendum 7
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Questions and Next Steps

• Are there any questions at this time? 

• Next Steps
• Present an overview of the document again at the November 15 Get the Scoop Meeting
• Take some limited discussion and questions from attendees
• Make this presentation and the overall document available to the community 

electronically
• Solicit written comments for persons wishing to do so at:  publiccomment@SIPOA.org
• Consider submitted comments received by Wednesday, November 30 and publish a 

report by December 6 summarizing the comments
• Prepare a “final” draft that takes into consideration the comments received
• Present the “final” draft to the Board for action at the December 12, 2016 Board meeting
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION! 

We look forward to hearing from you with any further comments or questions
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